Spectroscopic evidence of two melittin molecules bound to Ca2+-calmodulin.
According to Comte et al. (Comte, M., Maulet, Y. and Cox, J.A., (1983), Biochem.J., 209, 269-272), melittin (Mel) gives rise to a one:one complex. We evidence here, by fluorescence anisotropy and gel filtration binding assay (in the presence of 5 mM CaCl2 and 100 mM NaCl) the existence of two complexes: the well-known CaM.Ca4.Mel and a second CaM.Ca4.Mel2 which had not yet been reported. The affinity of Mel for the CaM.Ca4.Mel species is about three orders of magnitude lower than the affinity of Mel for the CaM-Ca4 species.